
Model:  WW22K6800AW | 2.2 cu. ft. capacity Samsung 24” Front Load Washer featuring Steam Wash 
UPC Codes: 887276126876 
 

Compact crystal gloss design Front Load Washer featuring Steam Wash and time saving Super Speed cycle. 
 REFERENCE GUIDE  
 
Benefits:   

•  Uses the power of steam to eliminate stains without pre-treatment 
•  Save time and finish your laundry in just 40 minutes*with Super Speed 
•  Vibration Reduction Technology reduces noise and vibration to keep peace and quiet 

Reasons to Believe: 
•  Hot steam penetrates the fibers to break down the tougher stains 
•  This dedicated cycle saves 30% of wash time* without sacrificing quality 
•  Keeps the wash load balanced at high speeds 
 

Long Description:  
Samsung 2.2 cu. ft. 24” Front Load Washer featuring Steam Wash eliminates stains without the need to 
pretreat. With Super Speed, wash a full load in only 40 minutes* without sacrificing quality. Vibration 
Reduction Technology keeps the peace and quiet by minimizing noise and vibration. 

2016 SAMSUNG 24” WASHER 

Priority Features: 
                   Feature Copy Short Ad Copy 

•  Feature 1: Steam Wash Uses the power of steam to eliminate stains 
without pre-treatment 

Eliminate stains without 
pre-treatment 

•  Feature 2: Super Speed Wash a full load in as little as 40 minutes* 30% faster 

•  Feature 3 
VRT™ - Vibration 
Reduction 
Technology 

Reduces noise and vibration  Reduces noise and 
vibration  

Additional Features: 
•  Smart Care – Troubleshoot straight from your Smartphone 
•  Self Clean - Keeps your laundry drum fresh and odor-free 
•  Diamond Drum Design – Extends clothing life by treating fabrics gently 
•  Direct Inverter Motor – High efficiency motor decreases power consumption to save energy and cost 
•  1400 RPM Maximum Spin Speed - Get more laundry done faster 
•  12 Preset Wash Cycles -  Covers almost any cleaning need for your active family 
•  8 Wash Options -  Choose the best option to enhance your Wash Cycle, to get the best clean out of every 

load  

*	  Normal	  one-‐hour	  wash	  can	  now	  be	  completed	  in	  as	  li5le	  as	  up	  to	  58	  minutes	  on	  the	  WW22K6800.	  	  




